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Abstract: Using a graphical representation based on the Wolff algorithm, the (classical)
d-dimensionalXY model and some related spin-systems are studied. It is proved that in
d = 2, the predicted discontinuity in the spin-wave stiffness indeed occurs. Further, the
critical properties of the spin-system are related to percolation properties of the graphical
representation. In particular, a suitably defined notion of percolation in the graphical
representation is proved to be the necessary and sufficient condition for positivity of the
spontaneous magnetization.

Introduction

Among the most noted early achievements of the renormalization group was the analy-
sis of the defect (vortex) unbinding transition in two–dimensional systems with Abelian
symmetries [B, KT]. The definitive (and experimentally accessible) prediction of this
analysis is the occurrence of discontinuities at the edge of the low–temperature phase.
Such a phenomenon is remarkable in and of the fact that the transition itself, by any
other criterion is continuous. In the language of superfluid systems, the above mentioned
discontinuity occurs in the superfluid density; for spin-systems, it is the spin-wave stiff-
ness; sometimes known as the helicity modulus. This prediction has been born out by
theoretical, numerical and experimental (and analog/experimental) tests; cf. the review
articles [N, M] and references therein. In this note, a complete mathematical proof for
the (classical) 2d-XY model is provided.

The method of proof employs the graphical representation – or cluster representation
– due to Wolff [W] (more precisely, the graphical representation that is implicit in the
Wolff algorithm). The importance of understanding this representation was stressed in
[PS] and this representation was exploited in [A] in the study of the “vortex-free”XY
model. In [CMII ], critical properties of the spin-system and the graphical representation
were shown to be related. Here some characterizations are presented: Up to constant
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factors the magnetization in the spin-system is equal to the percolation density in the
Wolff-representation and the susceptibility is “equal” to the average size of the connected
clusters. Of more immediate relevance is the fact that the spin-wave stiffness tested in
finite volume is directly related to crossing probabilities in the graphical representation
and in particular, a small stiffness implies and is implied by a small crossing probability.
If this probability is “too small” then, using elementary rescaling ideas borrowed from
rigorous percolation theory, it tends to zero exponentially at larger scales (which further-
more implies exponential decay of correlations). Thus, the stiffness is either uniformly
positive at all scales or it is zero. The existence of a low temperature phase with power
law decay of correlations (proved in [FS]) thus implies a discontinuity of the stiffness at
a positive temperature. A related class of problem – in the sense that the RG equations
turn out to be nearly identical – are the one dimensional long-range discrete models, e.g.
1/r2 Ising model. In this context, the magnetization at the critical point plays the role of
the spin-wave stiffness and it was predicted in [T] to be discontinuous atTc (the Thouless
effect). This was rigorously established in [ACCN] by vaguely similar methods: graphi-
cal representations and “real space renormalization group” inequalities. However, in the
rigorous as well as in the renormalization group arenas the deeper relationship between
these two problems is still unclear.

The remainder of this is organized along the following lines: Below, the definition
of the spin-wave stiffness used in this note is provided. In the next section, the Wolff
representation is developed. Here, the key relationship between the spin-wave stiffness
and appropriate crossing probabilities is derived. This will be followed by the section
in which the main result – the discontinuity of the spin-wave stiffness ind = 2 – is
established. In the final section, some auxiliary results will be stated (but not proved)
and in the appendix, complete proofs of these results and various properties of the Wolff
representation will be provided.

Spin-wave stiffness

The spin-wave stiffness is the appropriate notion of a leading correction to the bulk free
energy when the surface tension is zero. It may be defined as follows: Consider a regular
finite volumed- dimensional shapeV with two (separated) boundary components. Let
VL denote the lattice approximation to this shape at scaleL, i.e. the intersection of
Zd with the image of V that has been uniformly scaled by a factor ofL. The general
strategy is to consider the difference in free energies of the system with uniform boundary
conditions and twisted boundary conditions onVL. For typical ferromagnetic spin-
systems, “uniform” means that all the boundary spin are aligned and “twisted” means
that the two boundary components are individually aligned but are anti-parallel. For
the purposes of this note, the above is sufficient. In more generality, one may consider
cylindrical or even toroidal geometries which, in other contexts, are arguably a better
choice, cf. the discussion in [FJB]. Modulo constants, forL � 1, the log of the ratio of
the twisted and uniform partition functions serves to “define” the spin-wave stiffnessK.
Let us proceed more cautiously and define this ratio ase−βKL(V,β)g(V )Ld−2

with β the
inverse temperature andg(V ) a geometric constant (which is essentially the capacitance)
to be described below. A spin-wave stiffness may be defined via the limiting behavior of
KL(V, β); since there is no general proof that the limit exists, let alone is independent
of V , the matter will be left as it stands. Suffice it to say that it for anyV of a roughly
annular shape,KL(V, β) tends to zero then all possibleKL’s tend to zero (and similarly,
in d > 2, if anyKL(V, β)Ld−2 → 0, then they all do).
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Remark.In addition to the above mentioned geometries that will not be considered, it
is worth noting that there is another class of geometries that also won’t be considered:
One may try to define the spin-wave stiffness in geometries where there aremorethan
two boundary components, the first two twisted/aligned and the rest free. The prominent
example (which more or less falls into this class) is a hyper-rectangle where one pair
of opposing faces is twisted/aligned and the other 2(d − 1) faces are free. Modulo the
geometric constant to be discussed below (in these cases, one would presumably have to
solve a free boundary problem which, for rectangular geometries is particularly simple)
a spin-wave stiffness could be “defined” pretty much as above. In all cases that have now
been described in this note, the finite volume stiffnesses have definitive stochastic geo-
metric interpretations in terms of crossing probabilities. (In the case of toroidal boundary
conditions, this is not obvious – certainly it does not follow immediately from anything
in this – but it is nevertheless true [CMu]. For the boundary conditions introduced in
this remark, it is indeed obvious and the relationship between this version of the stiff-
ness and appropriate crossing probabilities follows mutates mutandis the derivation in
Proposition 1.) For independent percolation, it is not hard to show that if the probability
of a crossing from the inside to the outside of an annulus at any scale is less than some
small number (the value of which depends on the details of the shape) then the system
is subcritical. (Arguments for percolation using annuli have appeared in a variety of
contexts, e.g. [C, CMa, A].) Statements of this sort are sometimes possible with graph-
ical representations of spin-systems, e.g. [CCFS] (and a number of systems discussed
in [CMI, CMII] although an explicit proof has not been written). But these systems are
usually more difficult due to the dependence in these problems onboundary conditions.
(This, in a nutshell is what gives the work in this note a formidable appearance.) Typi-
cally, one must say that if the (annular) crossing probability is sufficiently smallin those
boundary conditions that optimize the crossing probabilitythen the system is in some
sort of high temperature phase. Further, one would like to relate crossing probabilities
in such boundary conditions to an appropriate surface free energy or response function.
On the other hand, it is only for independent percolation (to the author’s knowledge)
where any such statement is possible concerning crossing probabilities ofrectangles
for the type of boundary conditions appropriate to a definition of spin-wave stiffness
or surface tension. Indeed, for percolation, it is possible to show that if the “easy-way”
crossing of a “squat” hyperrectangle (e.g. a 2L × 2L × · · · × 2L × L) is small then
the system is subcritical (see, e.g. [CC] Prop. 2.10). And, for independent percolation,
it is not hard to see that the easy-way crossing of rectangles is small if and only if the
crossing probability from the inside to the outside of various annuli is small. These rela-
tions between these crossing probabilities in these geometries are readily established for
independent percolation because of the essential absence ofanyboundary conditions in
this system. Similar statements along these lines (again, to the authors knowledge) have
not been made in the context of graphical representations of spin-systems when the rel-
evant boundary conditions are used. Further, and on an even more ambitious track, is to
establish a definitive equivalence between smallness of hard-way crossing and easy-way
crossings. (One direction for percolation – and even for certain graphical representations
is obvious; hence the nomenclature.) To the best of the author’s knowledge, this has only
been done ind = 2 for independent percolation for the case of a square – the so called
RSW lemma.[R, SW]. Specifically, it was shown that if the probability of crossing a
square is small then the probability of crossing rectangles the easy-way is also small.
However, this has not yet been proved ind > 2 and in fact even ind = 2, this has not
yet been pushed below the level of a square. Needless to say, such results also haven’t
been established in the context of graphical representations for spin-systems. Indeed
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here, not even a two-dimensional result along the lines of the RSW lemma is known to
the author. In particular, it is worth noting that for models with self-duality – such as
the Potts or (generalized) Ashkin–Teller models, an RSW lemma for a square crossing
may represent the first step in proving, for the case of a continuous transition, that the
self-dual point is the unique transition point. (In [BC] such results have recently been
established if the transition isdiscontinuous.) However no such geometric lemmas seem
to exist and certainly not for the representation used here (for which the author is not
aware of any self-dual properties). Finally, the harder problems such as the analogs of
RSW lemmas ind > 2 and, ind = 2, RSW lemmas for more extreme cases than squares
– in boundary conditions easily related to surface tension or spin wave stiffness – also do
not appear to be any easier in the context of interacting graphical problems than they are
in the independent case. Hence these issues will not be discussed further in this work and
we will stick to the straightforward definition of stiffness as defined in annular regions.

Let us tend to the constantg(V ). The models under consideration will have spins with
bounded values inR2; let us assume that the bound is one. Furthermore (and here rather
vaguely) let us assume that if the Hamiltonian is expressed in “deviation” variables, the
leading non-constant term is quadratic with coefficient 1/2. LetφV be the solution to
Laplaces’ equation with boundary values±1 on the two components. Then

g =
∫

V

|∇φV |2ddx. (1)

With this definition, it is an elementary exercise to show, for the standardXY model on
Zd (e.g. as defined in Eq. (3.a) with unit couplings between neighboring sites) that

lim
L→∞

lim
β→∞

KL(V, β) = 1. (2)

In this paper, all that is needed is the simplest of annular shapes: Consider, ind = 2,
the square of size 3,S(3) = {x1, x2 | − 3

2 ≤ x1 ≤ +3
2 , − 3

2 ≤ x2 ≤ +3
2} andS(1)

defined accordingly. The shape of interest isA ≡ S(3) \S(1). In d > 2 the corresponding
generalization is used: a hypercube of side 3 with the central hypercube of side 1 removed.

The Representation: Notation and Definitions

Although the primary concern is with the behavior of uniform systems on regulard-
dimensional lattices, the cluster representation is just as easily formulated on an arbitrary
(finite) graph. Indeed, there is a need for these sorts of generalities in order to formulate
the representation of these systems in the presence of boundary conditions. Thus, let
G denote a finite graph with sitesSG and bondsBG . For eachi ∈ SG , let ~si denote a
2d spin of length one and for each〈i, j〉 ∈ BG , let Ji,j > 0 denote the couplings. The
XY -Hamiltonian is given by

HXY
G = −

∑
〈i,j〉

Ji,j~si · ~sj . (3.a)

Writing ai andbi for the magnitude of theY andX components respectively, (here
0 ≤ ai, bi ≤ 1) and allowingτi = ±1 andσi = ±1, HXY

G may be read

HXY
G = −

∑
〈i,j〉

Ji,j [aiajτiτj + bibjσiσj ]. (3.b)
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For most of what remains, we will have little use for the specifics of theXY -model
itself. Indeed, we might just as well allow the right-hand side of Eq. (3.b) to define the
model along with some constraint on the (ai, bi) that makes one a decreasing function
of the other and ana priori distribution,fi, for thebi (which need not be continuous).
For the purposes of brevity we will, however assume complete symmetry between the
a’s and theb’s and that these objects are bounded.

The idea behind the Wolff representation is to develop one (or both) of the Ising
systems in an FK [FK] random cluster representation.1 The partition is given by the
usual

Z(G, J, β) =
∑
σ, τ

∫ ∏
i

dfi(bi)e
β
∑

〈i,j〉 Ji,j [aiajτiτj+bibjσiσj ]
. (4)

In the above,σ andτ are notation for the Ising configurations onG while J denotes the
collection of couplings. And similarly,a andb will be notation for configurations of the
magnitude of the spin components with theai understood to be a function of thebi.

Let us start by writing the Ising portion of the Hamiltonian in Potts form:σiσj =
2δσiσj

− 1, etc. For fixedb, let us trace over theτ variables and then trade theσ degrees
of freedom for those of an FK expansion. Thus letZI

a(β) denote the Ising partition
function according to an Ising Hamiltonian written in Potts form:

HI
a = −

∑
〈i,j〉

Ji,j aiaj(δτiτj
− 1), (5.a)

ZI
a(β) =

∑
τ

e
−βHI

a . (5.b)

Here, the dependence of these quantities onG, and the (J) has been temporarily sup-
pressed. Unfortunately, the relevantβ is twice what appears in Eq. (5.b) so to avoid
confusion, this parameter will stay with us. Performing the afore mentioned trace and
expansion, we arrive at the weights (or density function) of a joint distribution for theb
and bond configurationsω ⊂ BG :

V W
β (b, ω) = ZI

a(2β)
∏
〈i,j〉

eβJi,j (aiaj+bibj ) Wb;2β(ω), (6)

whereWb;2β(ω) are the usual (q = 2) FK weights with couplingsJi,jbibj and inverse
temperature 2β:

Wb;2β(ω) = qC(ω)
∏

〈i,j〉∈ω

pi,j

∏
〈i,j〉/∈ω

(1 − pi,j), (7)

pi,j = 1−e2βJi,jbibj andC(ω) the number of connected components ofω. The measures
defined by the weights in Eq. (6) will be denoted byνW

β (−).
Let us consider the two marginal distributions: (i) Integrate out theb degrees of

freedom to obtain a measure on the bond configurationsω. These will be denoted by
Mβ(−) – orM∗

β,G... (−), with ∗ signifying possible boundary conditions to be discussed
later. (ii) Integrate out theω degrees of freedom (i.e. skip the FK step and trace theσ

1 In typical simulations one does this for only one of the Ising variables – as will most often be the case
here – but picking a direction at random. However, as argued in [CMII ], it may be advantageous to use the full
expansion in conjunction with theInvaded Clusteralgorithm.
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variables). The associated density will be denoted byρβ(−) – or ρ∗
β,G... (−) when the

need arises. Finally, let us consider the conditional FK measures,µFK
b (−) determined

by the weights in Eq. (7). These distributions allow for a convenient decomposition of
Mβ(−),

Mβ(−) =
∫

b

dρβ(b)µFK
b (−). (8)

Some immediate applications of these measures have been discussed in [A and CMII ].
For example, in the usual isotropic XY case, ifTi,j is the (bond) event thati is connected
to j then, e.g. in free boundary conditions,

2Mβ,G(Ti,j) ≥ 〈~si · ~sj〉β,G (9)

with 〈−〉β,G denoting expectation with respect to the canonical distribution. This has
been supplemented by a lower bound proportional to a power ofMβ,G(Ti,j). Here we
will obtain a lower bound of a constant timesMβ,G(Ti,j). Of direct relevance to the
present work is the following:

Let KL(A, β) denote the spin wave stiffness as discussed in the introduction. Ex-
plicitly, let Zı+o+

(AL, β) denote the partition function on the annulusAL with boundary
conditions obtained by setting all boundary spins on the inner boundary (ı) and the outer
boundary (o) to theX-direction. (Or, in the language of Eq. (3.b), all thebi’s are set to
their maximum values andσi ≡ 1 on the boundary.) Similarly letZı−o+

(AL, β) be the
partition function for the setup inAL where the spins on the outer boundary are pointing
in the positiveX-direction and the spins on the inner boundary pointing in the negative
X-direction. Thus

e−βg(A)KL(A,β)Ld−2 ≡ Zı−o+

(AL, β)/Zı+o+

(AL, β).

Concerning the “ı+o+” system, it is clear that we can treat this setup along the lines already
described: the boundary spins act as a single spin albeit with a concentrated distribution.
Let us denote byM1++

β,AL
(−) the bond measure associated with these boundary conditions

and letTı,o denote the event of a connection between the inner and outer boundaries of
AL. The first claim is

Proposition 1.

1 − Zı−o+

(AL, β)/Zı+o+

(AL, β) = M1++

β,AL
(Tı,o).

In particular, the spin-wave stiffness is related in a simple way to the probability of a
connection between the boundary components ofAL.

Proof. As is well known, in random cluster measures corresponding to Potts systems
with spins on the boundary set to some fixed value, the weights for the graphical config-
urations are given by the standard one with the interpretation thatC(ω) counts only the
components that are disconnected from the boundary. (Equivalently, up to an irrelevant
constant, one counts all the sites that are attached to the boundary as part of thesame
component.) Thus if we write

Zı+o+

(AL, β) =
∑
ω

∫
b

dV W,1++

β (b, ω), (10)
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the sum contains terms both with and without connections between the boundary. On
the other hand, in an situation where two separate boundary components in the Potts
system are set to different values, the rule for counting clusters is the same but now
bond configurations containing connections between these components are assigned zero

weight. Thus for fixedb, the formula for the Wolff weightsV W,1+−
β (b, ω) corresponding

to the twisted boundary condition is seen to be identical except for the proviso thatω
does not connectı with o – and here these configurations are discounted. The desired
result is established. �

It is plausible that these measures enjoy various monotonicity properties but in any
case, this will not be easy to prove. In particular it turns out that the joint measure is
not strong FKG. What can be proved is that for a certain class of boundary conditions –
that are called the�-boundary conditions – theρ-measuresdo have the FKG property.
The precise definition of a�-boundary condition is somewhat intricate but this class
includes every boundary condition of physical interest where one could expect the FKG
property to hold e.g. free, periodic and setting all the boundary spins to the positive
X-direction. Furthermore, among all boundary specifications in the�-class, this latter
mentioned ismaximalin the sense of FKG. The same dominance therefore holds over
the�-class of specifications which is defined as superpositions of specifications from
the�-class. This larger class has the property that its restrictions to smaller sets are also
in the�-class relative to the “larger” boundary component. The relevant consequences
of the above is summarized in the form of a lemma:

Lemma 2. LetG denote a graph. Then for everyL ⊂ SG , there is a class of specifications
on L called the�-class such that: (1) IfK ⊃ L and∗ is a �-specification onL then
the restriction of the various measures,νW,∗

β (−), M∗
β,G(−), etc. to the complement of

K is itself a�-class specification onK. (2) Setting all spins ofL to theX-direction
constitutes a�-class specification onL; this is denoted by the1+ boundary conditions
onL. If ∗ is any other�-specification onL then

M1+

β,G(−) ≥
FKG

M∗
β,G(−).

A proof (including relevant definitions) will be supplied in the appendix. The im-
portant point is that among all possible relevant boundary conditions, onAL, the one
that maximizes the probability ofTı,o is preciselyM1++

β,AL
(−).

Main Results

With the identity of Proposition 1 and the inequalities of Lemma 2, the main argument
reduces to a standard routine in percolation theory:

Theorem 3. There is anε0 = ε0(d) such that if for anyL0, M1++

β,AL0
(Tı,o(L0)) < ε0 then

lim
L→∞

M1++

β,AL
(Tı,o(L)) = 0.

In particular, under these conditions,M1++

β,AL
(Tı,o) tends to zero exponentially fast inL.
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Proof. Suppose thatM1++

β,AL0
(Tı,o(L0)) ≤ ε < ε0 with ε0 to be specified below. Let

N � 1 and consider the eventTı,o(NL0) for the annulusANL0. Divide ANL0 into a
grid of scaleL0 so as to have the appearance of anAN on the large scale lattice. If
P : ı → o is a path inANL0, each “site” on the large scale lattice that is visited byP
has achieved an event likeTı,o(L0) – with the possible exception of the sites next to the
boundary. Let us denote a “site” ofAN to be “occupied” if the analog of theTı,o(L0)
occurs and is vacant otherwise. For the sake of being definitive, let us deem all sites
neighboring the boundary ofAN to be occupied. It is clear thatM1++

β,ANL
(Tı,o(NL))

does not exceed the probability of a connection between theı and theo of AN in the
large-scale problem.

Now of course, these site variables are not independent. However let us regard a
sublattice consisting of a fraction – 1/3d – of these sites as sitting in the center of
a translate ofAL0 with these translates ofAL0 situated in such a way that they tile
the lattice. With the maximizing boundary conditions on these translates ofAL0, the
sublattice of site occupation variablesare independent and their probability is bounded
above byε. There are 3d possible ways to design such sublattices (depending on which
sites are chosen as the centers) such that each site ofAN is a central site on one of
these 3d sublattices. Thus an “occupied cluster” consisting ofK interior sites ofAN

must have at least 1/3d of these sites on (at least) one of the sublattices. Therefore, the
probability of a given occupied cluster withK interior sites is less than (ε)K/3d

. The
minimum sized cluster that permits the possibility of an actual path is essentiallyN and
there are only of the order ofNd−1 starting points on the inner boundary. Hence

M1++

β,AN L(Tı,o) ≤ C2N
d−1

∑
K>N−C1

[λ(d)ε1/3d

]K (11)

with C1 andC2 constants of the order of unity andλ(d) < (d − 1) the connectivity
constant. It is evident that ifε < ε0 = 1/λ3d

, the stated result follows. �

Corollary. For the 2d models, the spin-wave stiffness does not go continuously to zero
at any temperature. In any dimension, if the conditions of Theorem 3 hold for some finite
L0, there is exponential decay of correlations in any limiting�-state.

Proof. According to Lemma 2, the�-state that maximizes the probability ofTi,j is
always the1+-state. Under the conditions stated in Theorem 3, it is clear that the proba-
bility of Ti,j tends to zero exponentially in any limiting�-state. (Later we will show that
under these conditions there is in fact a unique limiting�-state.) Using a bound along
the lines of Eq. (9), exponential decay for the 2-point function is readily established:
The factor of 2 in this inequality is for theX andY -component pieces of~si ·~sj . Indeed,
in anyboundary condition∗,

〈s[X]
i s[X]

j 〉∗
β,G ≡ 〈biσibjσj〉∗

β,G ≤ M∗
β,G(Ti,j) (12)

with connections through the boundary included in the definition ofTi,j . Since, among
limiting �-states this is maximized in the limiting1+-state, the correlation among the
X- components goes to zero. The correlations between theY components (in�-states)
would be maximized in the analog of the1+-state and hence, by the symmetry between
X andY components, is also (in any�-state) always bounded by the probability ofTi,j

in the 1+-state. Thus we actually recover Eq. (9) for the1+-states and the conclusion
about exponential decay is immediate. The statement concerning the spin wave stiffness
is a tautology, however cf. Remark 2 below. �
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Remark 1.If βc is definedby the infimum over temperatures at whichK∞(β) is zero,
then, by an obvious continuity argument,K∞(βc) > 0 in d = 2. For theXY -model, the
results of [FS] (concerning the existence of a region of power law decay of correlations)
rather easily imply that such a discontinuity occurs at a finiteβ.

Remark 2.Starting with [NK], detailed renormalization group studies of this “class” of
problems predicts auniversalvalue ofβcK∞(βc). Although the present derivation is a
far cry from a proof of any such statement, it is worth observing that the same set of
results proved in Theorem 3 hold for a variety of models with “O(2)” characteristics –
e.g. theZ4n-clock models – using thesamevalue ofε0. Thus we have a universal lower
bound onβcK∞(βc). This is analogous to (and borrowed from) the current situation in
percolation theory: various crossing probabilities – even the one used here – which at
the critical point are believed to converge to universal values at large length scale, can
at least be shown to satisfy uniform bounds with universal constants.

Additional Results

Some further results will be stated below but all the remaining proofs have been relegated
to the appendix.

The usual definition ofpercolationin correlated models starts, in finite volume, with
the probability of a connection to the boundary in the boundary conditions that optimize
this probability (cf. [CMI], definition following Eq. (II.11)). Here, let us define:

Definition. Let3 ⊂ Zd be a finite connected set that contains the origin and letT0,∂3

denote the event that the origin is connected to the boundary. Let

53(β) = M1+

β,3(T0,∂3) ≡ max
∗∈�

M∗
β,3(T0,∂3) (13.a)

and
5∞(β) = lim

3↗Bd
53(β). (13.b)

In light of Lemma 2, the existence of this limit is not hard to establish. The actual
percolationprobabilities, denoted byP ’s instead of5’s is defined as in Eqs. (13) but
with the maximum taken over all boundary conditions.

Theorem 4. (A) Letm(β) denote the spontaneous magnetization. Then there are finite
non-zero constants,c1 andc2 (that depend only on minor details of the model) such that

c25∞(β) ≤ m(β) ≤ c15∞(β).

(B) If m(β) = 0, there is a unique limiting�-state.

Proof. A proof will be provided in the appendix.

Remark.The results concerning uniqueness are hardly an improvement over the exist-
ing results which apply to most of these models considered here – uniqueness among
translation invariant states when the magnetization vanishes [MMPf]. Of greater con-
cern (to the author) is the connection between phase transitions in the spin-systems and
percolation in the corresponding graphical representation. This is further underscored
by the final result:
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Theorem 5. Let∗ denote any finite volume�-measure or infinite volume limit thereof
and let〈s[X]

i s[X]
j 〉∗

β ≡ 〈biσibjσj〉∗
β denote the (untruncated) correlation function for the

X-components. Then,

c2
1M∗

β(Ti,j) ≥ 〈s[X]
i s[X]

j 〉∗
β ≥ c2

2M∗
β(Ti,j)

with c1 andc2 as in Theorem 4. In particular, ifm(β) = 0 andX is defined by

X (β) =
∑

j

〈s[X]
0 s[X]

j 〉β

evaluated in the unique limiting�-state then

c2
1Eβ(|C0|) ≥ X (β) ≥ c2

2Eβ(|C0|),
whereEβ(|C0|) is the expected size of the connected cluster of the origin in the graphical
representation.

Proof. The upper bound for the correlation function was derived in [A], the rest will be
proved in the Appendix.

Theorems 4 and 5 provide complete justification for the use of “percolation” as
the critical criterion in the Wolff algorithm [W] or the Invaded Cluster version of this
algorithm [CMII ].

Appendix: Monotonicity Properties of the Wolff Measures

For reasons that are primarily of a technical nature, this appendix will be concerned
with generalizations of the types of models already discussed (even though such gener-
alizations are “unphysical” from the perspective of systems withO(2) symmetry). Thus
consider a graphG and letHG denote the Hamiltonian

HG = −
∑
〈i,j〉

(Ki,jaiajτiτj + Ji,jbibjσiσj) (A.1)

with Ki,j , Ji,j ≥ 0. As discussed previously, the single sitea priori measures and the
range of theai andbi as well as the constraint between them may be regarded as fairly
arbitrary: It is enough to assume that they are non-negative, uniformly bounded and
that ai goes down whenbi goes up. Finally, it will be assumed that ifbi achieves its
maximum value then the correspondingai is zero. Most of these assumptions can be
removed but with an unreasonable cost of labor and space. To avoid spurious notational
provisos, let us assume that the single site measures are discrete. (Indeed, since we will
always start in finite volume, the “general” case can be recovered from the discrete

by a limiting procedure.) Thus we letρ
J,K,f

β,G (−) denote the measure on configurations
b = (bi | i ∈ SG) defined by the weights

R
J,K,f

β,G (b) = ZI
a,K (2β)ZI

b,J (2β)
∏

〈i,j〉∈BG

eβ[Ki,jaiaj+Ji,jbibj ]
∏
i∈SG

fi(bi), (A.2)

wherefi(bi) is thea priori probability ofbi, f ≡ (fi | i ∈ SG),K ≡ (Ki,j | 〈i, j〉 ∈ BG)
and all other notation has been defined elsewhere.
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Proposition A.1. The measuresρ
J,K,f

β,G (−) are (strong) FKG.

Proof. Let b denote a fixed configuration and letu andv denote any distinct pair of sites
in G. Let1u > 0 andδu denote the configuration that is zero except at the siteu, where
it is equal tobu +1u, similarly forδv with some1v > 0. It may as well be assumed that
fu(bu + 1u) andfu(bv + 1v) are positive. Thus, the configurationb ∨ δu ∨ δv has been
“raised” at the sitesu andv while b ∨ δu has been raised only atu, etc. Similarly, if0u

is the corresponding amount thatau has to be lowered (determined by the constraint at
u, the value ofbu and1u) then leta ∧ γu denote the configuration ofa’s that has been
lowered atu, etc. (Formally,γu is au −0u at the siteu and infinite elsewhere.) To prove
the desired claim, it is sufficient (and necessary) to show

R
J,K,f

β,G (b ∨ δu ∨ δv)R
J,K,f

β,G (b) ≥ R
J,K,f

β,G (b ∨ δu)R
J,K,f

β,G (b ∨ δv). (A.3)

After cancellation of all manifestly equal terms (assumed non-zero) the purported in-
equality boils down to

(eβ0u0vZI
a∧γu∧γv,K(2β)ZI

a,K (2β)) ≥
≥ [ZI

b∨δu,J (2β)ZI
b∨δv,J (2β)](ZI

a∧γu,K(2β)ZI
a∧γv,K(2β)).

(A.4)

It is claimed that the term in the square bracket on the rhs does not exceed the corre-
sponding term on the left and similarly for the terms in the round bracket. Indeed, a
moment’s reflection will show that these two inequalities are of an identical form. Let
us therefore focus on proving

[eβ1u1vZI
b∨δu∨δv,J (2β)ZI

b,J (2β)] ≥ [ZI
b∨δu,J (2β)ZI

b∨δv,J (2β)], (A.5)

and the same derivation will hold for thea-pairs.
It turns out that the derivation is far easier without the annoyance of the1u1v cross

terms. Let us thus define

H (0) = −
∑
〈i,j〉

Ji,j(δσi,σj
− 1)bibj , (A.6a)

H (U ) = −
∑
〈i,u〉

Ji,j(δσi,σu
− 1)1ubi, (A.6b)

and similarly forH (V ). In these termsZI
b∨δu∨δv,J (2β) is given by

ZI
b∨δu∨δv,J (2β) = Tr[e−2βH (0)

e−2βH (U )

e−2βH (V )

e2βJu,v1u1v(δσu,σv −1)]. (A.7)

To get rid of the cross terms, it will be shown that

eβ1u1vJu,vTr[e−2βH (0)

e−2βH (U )

e−2βH (V )

e2βJu,v1u1v(δσu,σv −1)] ≥
≥Tr[e−2βH (0)

e−2βH (U )

e−2βH (V )

].
(A.8a)

Indeed, dividing both sides of the purported inequality (A.8a) by the right-hand side and
denoting byEI

H,β(−) the expectation with respect to the Ising HamiltonianH at inverse
temperatureβ, the desired (8.Aa) reads

eβ1u1vJu,v EI
H (0)+H (U )+H (V ),2β(e2βJu,v1u1v(δσu,σv −1)) ≥ 1. (A.8b)
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Expanding the integrand in the usual FK fashion, this reduces to showing that

e−β1u1vJu,v + 2sh(β1u1vJu,v)EI
H (0)+H (U )+H (V ),2β(δσu,σv ) ≥ 1. (A.8c)

Here is one of the few places where the fact that the underlying model has an Ising
structure is used:EI

H,β(δσi,σu ) ≥ 1/2 so the left-hand side of (A.8) is at least as big as
chβ1u1vJu,v. For the remainder of the proof, it might just as well be assumed that the
underlying model is theq-state Potts model.

The remainder of this proof reduces to showing

EI
H (0)+H (U ),2β(e−2βH (V )

) ≥ EI
H (0),2β(e−2βH (V )

). (A.9)

This is very similar to the sorts of inequalities that were established in [C] so here the
derivation will be succinct. Letεi,v = 1−e2βJi,vbi1v and letNv denote the collection of
sets inSG each of which containsv and some subset of the sites inG that are connected
to v. Expandinge−2βH (V )

in the usual FK fashion, it is seen that

e−2βH (V )

=
∑

F∈Nv

rFδσF (A.10)

with rF =
∏

i∈F εi,v

∏
j /∈F (1 − εj,v), and whereδσF is one if all the spins inF agree

and zero otherwise. However, using an FK expansion of theq-state Potts system with
HamiltonianH, it is not hard to show

EI
H,β(δσF ) = EFK (q=2)

H,β ((
1
q

)CF −1), (A.10)

whereCF is the number of connected components of the setF . This is the expectation
of an FKG increasing function and thus the desired inequality follows – term by term –
from the fact that the random cluster model that comes from the “bigger” Hamiltonian
(i.e.H (0) + H (U )) is FKG dominant. �

Corollary I. Consider two systems on the same graphG with parametersJ , J ′ and
single site measures determined by the collectionsf andf ′ respectively. Suppose that
J � J ′, meaning that for each〈i, j〉 ∈ BG , Ji,j ≥ J ′

i,j and further suppose thatf � f ′

in the sense that for eachi, fi(bi)/f ′
i (bi) is an increasing function ofbi. Then

ρ
J,K,f

β,G (−) ≥
FKG

ρ
J ′,K,f ′

β,G (−).

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the FKG properties of these measures and
the previous derivation. First, iff ′ ≺ f , then∏

i∈SG

fi(bi) = [

∏
i∈SG fi(bi)∏
i∈SG f ′

i (bi)
]

∏
i∈SG

f ′
i (bi) (A.11)

so thef -weights are of the form [increasing function]× f ′-weights. To establish the
desired result forJ � J ′ it is sufficient to consider one bond at a time. Thus let〈u, v〉 ∈
BG and suppose thatJu,v = J ′

u,v + Lu,v (with Lu,v > 0) and all otherJ ’s equal. Then

R
J,K,f

β,G (b)/R
J ′,K,f

β,G (b) = eβLu,vbubv EI
HI

b
,2β [e2βLu,vbubv(δσu,σv −1)], (A.12a)
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where the Ising HamiltonianHI
b was defined in Eq. (5.a) – and theJ dependence has

been suppressed. After a few manipulations along the lines of those in the previous
proposition, Eq. (A.12a) reduces to

R
J,K,f

β,G (b)/R
J′,K,f

β,G (b) = ch(βLu,vbubv) + sh(βLu,vbubv)EFK (q=2)
HI

b
,2β

(XTu,v
), (A.12b)

whereXTu,v
is the indicator of the event thatu is connected tov. The sines and cosines

are manifestly (non-negative) increasing functions ofb, while the random cluster term is
the expectation of apositiveevent and is therefore an increasing function of all couplings
in the Hamiltonian – including theb’s. �

Let us now turn to a discussion of boundary conditions. LetG denote a graph and
let L ⊂ SG . The starting point will be the consideration of conditional measures for

ν
WJ,K,f

β,G (−), the measures corresponding to the weights in Eq. (6) cast in the more
general framework – subject to specifications onL and the consequence of these spec-
ifications on theb marginals. A specification∗ will be called a�̃-specification if (i)
the values (bi | i ∈ L) are specified:bi = b∗

i ; i ∈ L and (ii) L is divided into disjoint
components̀∗

1, `
∗
2, . . . `

∗
k such that the counting rule in the FK expansion deems all the

sites in and connected to each`∗
n to be part of the same cluster.

Remark.Back in the spin-system, one interpretation of a�̃-specification is obvious:
having determined thebi on L, the signs of theX-components of the spins – theσi’s
– are locked together within each component and they take on both values with equal
probability. On the other hand, the same graphical weights emerge if one (and only one)
of the components is deemed to represent spins pointing in the positiveX-direction.
The reader is cautioned that at this stage, the signs of theY components of the boundary
spins still have all theira priori degrees of freedom.

There is a natural partial order on the set of all possible�̃-specifications:∗ � ∗′

if (1) L ⊃ L′ and eachbi on L \ L′ is set to the maximum value, (2) eachb∗
i ≥ b∗′

i ,
i ∈ L ∩ L′ and (3), the components of∗, `∗

1, `
∗
2, . . . `

∗
k “contain” the∗′-components

`∗′
1 , `∗′

2 , . . . `∗′
k′ in the sense that if̀∗

′
j′ ∩ `∗

j 6= ∅ then`∗′
j′ ⊂ `∗

j . The following is easily
seen:

Corollary II. If ∗ is ag-specification andρ
∗J,K,f

β,G (−) is the associated measure on the

remainingb’s thenρ
∗J,K,f

β,G (−) is (strong) FKG. Furthermore if∗ � ∗′ in the sense
described above,J � J ′ andf � f ′ then

ρ
∗J,K,f

β,G (−) ≥
FKG

ρ
∗′J ′,K,f ′

β,G (−).

Proof. The above is clear given the following mechanism to create a�̃-specification:
to fix the values ofbi onL, concentrate thea priori measures. To lock the components,
introduce artificialJ-type couplings between all pairs of sites in a given component and
send these couplings to infinity; the desired measure is recovered in the limit. If∗ � ∗′
this procedure involves higherJ ’s and higherb’s. �

Proposition A.2. Let ν
W ∗J,K,f

β,G (−) and ν
W ∗′J ′,K,f ′

β,G (−) denote two Wolff measures
with all primed quantities below unprimed quantities in the sense described. Let

M
∗J,K,f

β,G (−) andM
∗′J′,K,f ′

β,G (−) denote the corresponding bond measures. Then
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M
∗J,K,f

β,G (−) ≥
FKG

M
∗′J ′,K,f ′

β,G (−).

Proof. Let A denote an increasing bond event. Let us write as in Eq. (8)

M
∗J,K,f

β,G (A) =
∑

b

ρ
∗J,K,f

β,G (b)µFK∗
J,b (A), (A.13)

and similarly forM
∗′J ′,K,f ′

β,G (A). The desired result follows immediately from the FKG

properties of the usual random cluster measures: bothµFK∗
J,b (A) and µFK∗′

J ′,b (A) are

increasing functions ofb and furthermore, if∗ � ∗′ andJ � J ′ thenµFK∗
J,b (A) ≥

µFK∗′
J ′,b (A). �

Thus far, theY degrees of freedom have been left completely unspecified. Now
the same sorts of specifications will be considered for these objects and this defines
a �-specification: In addition to ã� specification,L is divided into disjoint compo-
nents1, . . . m on which theτ -variables act in unison. A recapitulation of the previous
arguments yields:

Proposition A.3. Let ∗ denote a� specification and letρ
∗J,K,f

β,G (−) denote the corre-

sponding measure. Thenρ
∗J,K,f

β,G (−) is FKG. Further, if∗ � ∗′, meaning the same as
above regarding theJ ’s, thef ’s and thè -components whileK ′ � K and the′

1, . . . , 
′
m

contain the1, . . . , m, then

ρ
∗J,K,f

β,G (−) ≥
FKG

ρ
∗′J ′,K′,f ′

β,G (−),

and accordingly

M
∗J,K,f

β,G (−) ≥
FKG

M
∗′J ′,K′,f ′

β,G (−).

In particular, the FKG maximizing boundary condition (onL) in the�-class is thebi

set to the maximum value,σi ≡ 1 and the1, . . . , m being the individual sites ofL. The
latter is, of course automatic ifbi maximized⇒ ai = 0.

Proof. Follows the lines of the previous arguments along with the observation that any
increasing function ofa is a decreasing function ofb. �

Superpositions of�-specifications do not constitute a�-class boundary condition
nor, in general, are they FKG measures. This is the usual situation in ferromagnetic
systems and is of no serious consequence since we have knowledge of the maximizing
measure in the�-class. In any case, let us define the�-class as that which consists of
superpositions from the�-class. The following is pivotal:

Lemma A.4. Let L ⊂ SG and let∗ denote a�-specification onL. Let K ⊃ L and

considerρ
∗J,K,f

β,G (−)||SG\K , the restriction ofρ
∗J,K,f

β,G (−) to the remaining sites. Then

this restricted measure is of the�-class.

Proof. It is sufficient to discuss the case where∗ is itself a pure�-specification. Consider

the full Wolff measuresw
∗J,K,f

β,G (−) on configurations (ω, η, b), whereω andb are as
have been described andη denotes configurations of FK bonds in the random cluster
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expansion of theτ -system. Thus, e.g. theν
J,K,f

β,G (−) measures are obtained by integrating
out theη-bonds. Now, to study the restricted measure, let us condition on an (ω, η, b)
configuration onK and sum over allη-configurations (and, if desired,ω-configurations)
pertaining to the bonds ofSG \ K. Having done so, a sum must be performed over all

the external configurations with the appropriate weights assigned byw
∗J,K,f

β,G (−). But,
since∗ is a�-specification, it is clear that each (ω, η, b) configuration onK provides a
�-specification onSG \ K: Indeed, theb-values are fixed, the components`1, . . . `k are
just theω-components while theη-components constitute thei, . . . , m. �

It is now straightforward to establish the various results claimed in Theorems 4 and
5. Indeed everything except the statements concerning uniqueness follow immediately
from the existing machinery. Here, to simplify matters notationally, let us again assume
thatβ, J , andK and the graphG are fixed and omit any further explicit reference. All
of Theorem 5 amounts to the stated bound of the correlation function in terms of the
connectivity function. Recalling that in a�-state, the eventTi,j includes connections
via the boundary component, these bounds are easily proved:

Proof of Theorem 5.If ∗ denotes a� state, it is claimed that

〈s[X]
i s[X]

j 〉 = E∗
ρ[bibjµ

∗
b (Ti,j)], (A.14)

whereE∗
ρ[−] denotes expectation with respect to theρ∗(−) measure on theb-config-

urations. Indeed, fixingb andω, the Ising spins are equal ifi is connected toj – either
directly or via one of the boundary components – and are uncorrelated with at least one
of them having equal probability of±1 otherwise. Summing over allω with b fixed
and then summing overb yields the identity displayed in Eq. (A.14). But obviously,bi

andbj cannot exceed their maximum values and this provides the upper bound withc1
equal any uniform bound on these values. On the other hand,µ∗

b (Ti,j), bi andbj are all
increasing functions ofb and hence, the FKG inequality provides the bound

〈s[X]
i s[X]

j 〉 ≥ E∗
ρ[µ∗

b (Ti,j)]E∗
ρ[bi]E∗

ρ[bj ]. (A.15)

The quantitiesE∗
ρ[bi] and E∗

ρ[bj ] may be estimated by considering the worst case�-
boundary conditions on the neighborhoods ofi andj which yields the uniformly positive
constantc2. For thed-dimensionalXY -model, we havec1 = 1 andc2 = (2/π)(e−2dβ).
�

Proof of Theorem 4 (A).First observe that the lower bound follows because the magneti-
zation can be estimated from below by the average of thes[X] ’s in any state, and by using
the1+-state, this is obtained. In fact, for theXY model, and several other of the models
under consideration, both of these bounds follow because it can be proved, via correla-
tion inequalities, that the1+ state is exactly the state that produces the magnetization.
For the general case, consider the addition of the usual magnetic term:∑

i

hs[X]
i ≡

∑
i

2hbi(δσi,+ − 1) +hbi (A.16)

to the Hamiltonian. The effect of this additional term may be incorporated into the
present analysis by the addition of a single “ghost” spin connected to all other spins
with couplingh. (Here the ghost spin plays more the rôle of a boundary site than a
full blown XY -degree of freedom.) Now for a.e.h, the (thermodynamic) magnetization
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can be defined by evaluating the actual magnetization (the average of thes[X] ’s) in any
convenient state. Thus, using the limiting state constructed from1+ boundary conditions,
it is clear that for ȧe. positiveh, the magnetization is bounded above by the (limiting)
average fraction of sites connected to the ghost site or the boundary. Let3L denote the
box of scaleL and define

πL(h, β) =
1

3L

∑
i∈3

M1+

β,h,3L
(Ti,B), (A.17)

whereTi,B is the event that the sitei is connected to the boundary or the ghost site and
the sum includes the contribution from the boundary sites themselves. The desired result
follows from two elementary facts: First, by continuity in finite volume,

lim
h→0

πL(h, β) = πL(0, β). (A.18)

Second, by a sequence of fairly standard manipulations,

5∞(β) ≡ lim
L→∞

53L
(β) = lim

L→∞
πL(0, β). (A.19)

Now, forh > 0 suppose we were to evaluatem(h, β) starting on3NL using1+ boundary
conditions and lettingN → ∞. Since, for finiteN , this is a certified finite volume�-
state, we increase the value by conditioning on the event that the grid that divides3NL

into small copies of3L is fully occupied. Thus, at each stage it is learned that

m3NL
(h, β) ≡ 1

|3NL|
∑

i∈3NL

〈s[X]
i 〉1+

β,h,3L
≤ πL(h, β). (A.20)

Takingh ↓ 0 (along a sequence of points of continuity) the desired result follows from
Eqs. (A.18) and (A.19). �

Proof of Theorem 4 (B).Let G denote a graph,I ⊂ SG andK = SG \ I. Letγ = {〈i, k〉 ∈
BG | i ∈ I, k ∈ K} denote the connecting bonds and let0(γ) denote the contour event
that everyω-bond inγ is vacant. In what follows, it is assumed that if there is any
specification onG, it is of the�-type and involves only the sites ofK.

It is claimed that if0(γ) occurs then the measure on the (bi | i ∈ I) lies below,
in the sense of FKG, the “free measure” onI that would be obtained if all theJi,k

on γ were zero. Indeed, for any fixedb on K andη-configuration the weights for the
configurations (bi | i ∈ I) are given byZI,η

a (2β)
∏

〈i,k〉∈γ eβJi,k(aiak−bibk)ZI,f
b (2β),

whereZI,f denotes the free boundary partition function andZI,η denotes the partition
function with (�-type) boundary specification provided byη. On the other hand, the free
weights are given simply byZI,f

a (2β)ZI,f
b (2β). Thus it is clear that irrespective of the

information on the outside, the conditional weights are a decreasing function times the
free weights. Now, supposing that5∞(β) = 0, it is easy to establish uniqueness of the
limiting ρ-measures among�-states: Let3 ⊂ Zd be a finite connected set. Let4 ⊃ 3

with 4 so large that the probability of anω-connection between3 and∂4 in the1+ state
on4 is negligible. Under these circumstances, there are contours separating3 from∂4;
let γ denote such a contour and let0̃(γ) denote the event thatγ is theoutermostsuch
separating contour. These contour events form a disjoint partition so, up to the negligible
probability of a connection between3 and∂4, the restriction of the maximal measure
in 4 to 3 is below a superposition of free measures on various separating contours.
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Now consider the lowest boundary condition on4: setting all the boundaryai to one
and lockingtheir spin directions. Bya ↔ b symmetry, the same outermost contours (in
theη expansion) appear with the same probabilities and we find – again up to negligible
terms – that this worst measure in4 restricted to3 lies above the previously discussed
superposition. Evidently the two restricted measures coincide in the4 ↗ Zd limit and
hence all the limiting�-measures coincide at least as far as the distributions ofb’s are
concerned. However, the same argument implies uniqueness for the various other Wolff-
measures in the�-class and, given the fact that all bond clusters are finite, uniqueness
among all Gibbs measures of the�-class follows easily. �
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